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Editorial

Welcome to the first issue of a new natural history journal for the Lancashire region.

Despite this Journal hitting many problems on its way to the first publication, I have no 
doubt that in future years all will run much more smoothly. I thank all the authors for 
their endless patience and support throughout many delays and problems. I hope that 
the final result seems worth it!

The authors have also provided a variety of fascinating contributions to the study of our 
regional natural history. I am immediately looking for contributions for the next issue. I 
am sure that a region with such a wealth of naturalists, natural history societies and 
wildlife will generate a second publication of equal or greater importance and continue 
to do so in future. If you wish to contribute a large article, contact the editor in advance 
so that plans can be made and advice or help given. Short contributions are especially 
welcome, as they add great variety and interest to the publication. For details of format 
for typing, diagrams, illustrations etc. contact the editor for information. Handwritten 
shorter articles are acceptable.

Issue Number 1 is being privately published. I envisage that the Journal will be supported 
by a regional organisation at a future date, guaranteeing its future survival long term.

A final thanks to Derek Whiteley of Sheffield who has ironed out the endless publication 
problems. His experience and enormous support for the project has been vital.

Steve Garland 
November 1991



ATLAS OF THE AMPHIBIANS OF GREATER MANCHESTER COUNTY & 
NEW CRITERIA FOR APPRAISING UK AMPHIBIAN SITES

Robin F Grayson, Richard Parker & Andrew S Mullaney

LTNC Newt Group, c/o Lancashire Trust for Nature Conservation, Cuerden Park Wildlife 
Centre, Shady Lane, Bomber Bridge, Preston PR5 6A U

INTRODUCTION

Frogs, toads and newts are among the most familiar of our native wild animals. With the 
largest concentration of ponds in the country. North West England is a strong contender 
for being the most important UK region in terms of sheer numbers of amphibian breeding 
sites. Over 50,000 ponds are shown on the Ordnance Survey Pathfinder 1:25,000 maps of 
the region with 4,779 ponds mapped for Greater Manchester County (Grayson MS). 
Unfortunately pond losses are proceeding at a rapid rate, not only through creeping 
urbanisation and misguided agricultural ’improvements’, but also by ponds either falling 
to natural succession and by shading out of ponds by trees and scrub upon withdrawal of 
sheep, cattle and horses. Frogs, toads and newts also depend for their survival upon the 
maintenance of a good diverse terrestrial habitat around each breeding site - not the 
hedgeless prairies of intensive agriculture laced with pesticides and nitrates, and not the 
green deserts of so many of our urban open spaces.

Amphibians are declining across Europe due to severe loss of not only breeding sites but 
also the reduction of suitable terrestrial habitats (Corbett 1989). Concern led to the 
majority of European governments signing the Berne Convention (1979), so committing 
themselves to concerted action to pass national laws to protect endangered and vulnerable 
species of frogs, toads and newts. In the United Kingdom this led to not only to the statutory 
protection of the Great Crested Newt and Natterjack Toad but also justified the Nature 
Conservancy Council (NCC) launching a National Amphibian Survey of volunteer 
naturalists co-ordinated by Leicester Polytechnic under contract. The aim of the Survey 
has been, and continues to be, to raise awareness, to identify as many amphibian sites as 
possible and to devise criteria for both habitat management and SSSI selection.

To help implement the aims of the Berne Convention at regional level, the Lancashire 
Trust for Nature Conservation established in 1988 a group of volunteers, the Great Crested 
Newt Group. The LTNC 'Newt Group’ has had some success in opposing the destruction 
of important amphibian sites in both Lancashire and Greater Manchester, in advising both 
the NCC (English Nature) and the local planning authorities, in undertaking amphibian 
rescues from doomed sites and in encouraging the creation of new ponds. Central to such 
activity is the diligent recording of amphibian sites by means of field surveys, the requesting 
of records from naturalists and the interrogation of the general public.

This article presents preliminary distribution maps for native trogs, toads and newts in 
Greater Manchester County compiled by the LTNC Newt Group. The ten local authority 
Districts covered are Manchester, Salford, Wigan, Bolton, Bury, Rochdale, Oldham, 
Tameside, Stockport and Trafford, (Fig. 7).
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Five of the six native British species of amphibian are well represented in Greater 
Manchester:

Common Frog Rana temporaria Fig.l
Common Toad Bufo bufo Fig.2
Great Crested Newt Triturus cristatus Fig.3
Smooth Newt Triturus vulgaris Fig.4
Palmate Newt Triturus helveticus Fig.5

The sixth native species, the Natteijack Toad (Bufo calamita), is probably now extinct in 
Greater Manchester County.

A few unconfirmed records exist for alien species of amphibians and merit investigation, 
but are beyond the scope of this article.

It is hoped that publication of the distribution maps will assist English Nature, wildlife 
groups and planning authorities in determining priorities for amphibians. In particular, so 
that the best amphibian sites in each of the ten Districts can be earmarked for conservation 
and given protection from damage, destruction or undue disturbance, by making full use 
of not only the Berne Convention and the Wildlife & Countryside Act but also through the 
sensitive implementation of planning procedures.

COMMON FROG Rana temporaria (Fig. 1)

The Common Frog is widespread and locally abundant in Greater Manchester County and 
is confirmed as the most abundant amphibian species. In Spring, most farm ponds contain 
at least a few lumps of frog spawn, except where agriculture has been particularly intensive. 
The Common Frog is certainly the most successful amphibian in G reater Manchester 
County, and successfully occupies the floodplain and terraces of the rivers Mersey, Irwell 
and Tame (Fig. 6). Even so, there are few records for either the upland peat bogs or the 
lowland peat mosses such as Chat Moss.

On our current knowledge, the best site for Common Frog in G reater Manchester County 
is Eatock Lodge (SD649048) in Westhoughton where 550 lumps of frogspawn were 
counted in March 1991 by the authors, indicating an “exceptional population” according 
to NCC Guidelines, (Table 1).

Suburbia may now hold the greatest density of Common Frog per square kilometre in much
of Greater Manchester County due to the popularity of putting frogspawn in garden ponds
which, in the general absence of natural predators such as Herons and Dragonfly nymphs,
often become a mass of frogspawn after a few years due to the unchecked population 
explosion.

COMMON TOAD Bufo bufo (Fig. 2)

The Common Toad is strongly present in the marl pit ponds of the Wigan, Bolton and 
Salford areas (Fig. 6) where a strong positive correlation has been observed by the LTNC 
Newt Group between large toad populations and active angling for sport. To some extent 
this is attributable to the preference of Common Toad for deeper ponds for spawn laying 
purposes, but in many instances the groundbait thrown in by anglers is eagerly cleaned up
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FIG. 1 Common Frog 
Distribution Map for Greater Manchester County.

I
Black squares: 1km squares with 1 or more sites 
X symbol: 1km squares all sites destroyed, believed extinct
Black triangles: 1km squares where 1 or more introductions attempted

FIG. 2 Common Toad
Distribution Map for Greater Manchester County. 
See Fig.l for explanation.
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by toad tadpoles and is evidently a significant part of their diet. Crucially, toad tadpoles 
are distasteful to fish and so co-existence is normal. The current record for a night count 
in Greater Manchester is 1,046 Common Toads seen at Eatock Lodge (SD649048) in 
March 1991 by RFG, a fishing pond in Westhoughton, indicating an “exceptional 
population” according to NCC Guidelines. Larger populations may await discovery,
(Table 1).

The Common Toad is a feature of many mill lodges and reservoirs but, from our extensive 
enquiries, seems to be quite rare in the Rochdale and Oldham areas in the Pennine 
foothills. This may be due to a complex combination of acidity, thin soils with reduced 
worm supply, cooler summers and colder winters.

GREAT CRESTED NEWT Triturus cristatus (Fig. 3)

A remarkable total of over 230 Great Crested Newt ponds have been recognised in Greater 
Manchester County by the LTNC Newt Group, but a further 75 or more have been lost 
since World War II so there is no room for complacency. Today G reater Manchester County 
has the greatest known concentration of Great Crested Newt breeding sites in the UK and 
the county is clearly of international importance for this vulnerable species.

The great majority of Great Crested Newt ponds are found in the Wigan Pondway 
(Fig. 6). This is a narrow tract of heavy clay soils rich in flooded marl pit ponds which winds 
its way through much of Wigan District and enters part of Bolton District and Salford 
District. Crucially, the Wigan Pondway coincides with the most intensive mining of the 
South Lancashire Coalfield which, by virtue of criss-crossing by mineral railways, 
peppering with pitheaps, decades of crop-damaging air pollution, and wholesale disruption 
of farm drainage by differential subsidence, largely rules out intensive agriculture. Often 
cattle, sheep and horse grazing are the norm, keeping ponds clear of invasive scrub and 
shading trees. Wetlands are common due to poor drainage and poorly maintained ditch 
systems, while abandoned brickworks often provide good amphibian sites. Many good 
amphibian sites can be found where overgrown colliery spoil heaps abut underutilized land 
or non-intensive agriculture.

The best site for the Great Crested Newt in Greater Manchester County is a remarkable 
cluster of 36 Great Crested Newt ponds at the eastern end of the Wigan Pondway known 
as Lomax (SD7103), straddling the borders of Wigan, Bolton and Salford Districts. This is 
the biggest known cluster of Great Crested Newt ponds in the UK. Second place in the 
county is held by Maypole (SD6201) in Wigan District, also in the Wigan Pondway but 
boasting only 14 Great Crested Newt ponds - still impressive in National terms.

Outside the Wigan Pondway, Great Crested Newt sites are uncommon, and very rare in 
most of Oldham, Rochdale and Trafford Districts. The species was found to have a general 
aversion to large water bodies, angling ponds, Stickleback-rich ponds, farmed lowland 
mosses and areas of intensive lowland agriculture. In general the greater the concentration 
of small ponds then the better it is for the Great Crested Newt. Large Great Crested Newt 
populations may yet be found in individual isolated ponds, mill lodges or cut-off canal 
segments.

Fish predate very heavily upon the larvae of Greater Crested Newt, far more than upon 
the more secretive larvae of Smooth and Palmate, so eliminating this vulnerable species 
from most angling ponds. Adult Great Crested Newt are poisonous and left alone by fish
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FIG. 3 Great Crested Newt
Distribution Map for Greater Manchester County.
See Fig.l for explanation.

FIG. 4 Smooth Newt
Distribution Map for Greater Manchester County. 
See Fig.l for explanation.
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Black Squares: 1km squares with 5 or more ponds.
Note the relationship with the distribution of the largely pond-dependent Great Crested 
Newt (Fig. 3) but not the more versatile Common Frog (Fig. 1).
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but are occasionally caught by anglers using worm on a line. Angling therefore increases 
Common Toad populations while eliminating Greater Crested Newt populations by fish 
predation of larvae, preventing recruitment.

A fuller account of the distribution of the Great Crested Newt in Greater Manchester 
County is given by Grayson, Parker and Mullaney (MS).

SMOOTH NEWT Triturus vulgaris (Fig. 4)

The Smooth Newt is significantly more widespread in Greater Manchester County than is 
the Great Crested Newt, in line with the finding of the National Amphibian Survey. Great 
Crested Newt sites nearly always double up as Smooth Newt sites but that the Smooth 
Newt is more widespread being far more tolerant of smaller ponds, fish, anglers, mild 
pollution, and survives in terrestrial habitat of lesser quality.

The Smooth Newt seems to become very rare and possibly absent on both the reclaimed 
lowland mosses and the more upland hostile Pennine environments of parts of Rochdale 
and Oldham Districts.

PALMATE NEWT Triturus helveticus (Fig. 5)

The distribution of the Palmate Newt in Greater Manchester County is perplexing. We 
anticipate that this small newt has been somewhat overlooked and under-recorded in the 
Pennine foothills of Rochdale and Oldham Districts, but it does indeed seem to be rare in 
the lowlands where agriculture is moderately intensive.

The abundance of the Palmate Newt in much of the Wigan Pondway is a considerable 
surprise. Here its widespread presence enables many small flooded marl pit ponds in the 
Wigan Pondway to boast 5 species of amphibian: Palmate Newt, Smooth Newt, Great 
Crested Newt, Common Frog and Common Toad. Bearing in mind the substantial 
predation of amphibian larvae by adults, and the intense competition for food, courtship 
space, egg-laying sites and terrestrial hibernation sites, plus predation by fish and Herons, 
it is difficult to see how any small pond can sustain 5 co-existing species of amphibians - 
all voracious predators.

Currently the largest known group in NW England - and possibly the UK - of 5-species 
amphibian breeding ponds are under threat of destruction by a forthcoming planning 
proposal to extract opencast coal at Lomax, without sufficient know-how to guarantee their 
successful reinstatement.

On current knowledge, the best site for Palmate Newt in Greater Manchester County is a 
large pond near the eastern end of the Wigan Pondway at New Manchester on the 
Salford/Wigan District boundary (SD725020), part of the Lomax site. In June 1989, RFG 
made a torchlight night count of 214 Palmate Newts in this pond, qualifying it as an 
“exceptional population” according to NCC Guidelines, (Table 1).
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NATTERJACK TOAD Bufo calamita

No distribution map is provided for this species which is thought to be extinct in Greater 
Manchester County. It is even uncertain if the Natterjack Toad ever had natural colonies 
in this region in recent times, in spite of its prevalence on the margins of the Irish Sea.

Some accidental introductions of Natterjack Toad may have occurred in Greater 
Manchester County as a result of ’garden escapes’, for in the 1950s to early 60s they were 
known to be offered for sale:

“We have been concerned in recent years to find specimens from Ainsdale offered 
for sale in Wigan at 3 shillings and in Southport for 12 shillings and sixpence.” (Hardy 
1973 p.14).

Deliberate introductions of Natterjack Toad were certainly made by naturalists in a wide 
scatter of sites in NW England, although possibly not in Greater Manchester County, in 
efforts to conserve the species some time before it become strictly protected:

“We made some pre-war experiments transplanting inland; eg near Blackburn, 
Eccleston and Hilbre Island Pool” (Hardy 1977 p.6).

Referring to Eccleston Mere near St Helens in Merseyside:

“In 1940 it was one of several experimental introductions of Natterjack Toads I made 
in Lancashire. They didn’t survive...” (Hardy 1983 p.3).

The only record for Natterjack Toad known to us actually within Greater Manchester 
County was over 20 years ago in Wigan District at Gathurst Wharves, now a Nature Reserve 
of Lancashire Trust for Nature Conservation. It is presumed to be extinct here due to 
fundamental changes denying the Natterjack Toad the open habitats vital to its survival.

SELECTING THE BEST AMPHIBIAN SITES

Survey work by the LTNC Newt Group and others has probably identified the majority of 
the best amphibian sites in Greater Manchester County, but more remain to be discovered. 
In particular, many amphibian sites of District rather than county importance urgently 
need pinpointing to avoid unchallenged destruction.

With this in mind, local naturalists are invited to prepare a shortlist of the best amphibian 
sites in their District by using the guidance notes set out below. Every year quite significant 
amphibian sites are lost quite unnecessarily because vital field work is undertaken too little, 
too late or not at all.

Please note that, by law, it is permissible to net for Great Crested Newt or disturb their 
eggs only if you hold a Personal License to do so issued by the NCC or, by virtue of recording 
for the National Amphibian Survey, are automatically covered by a Blanket License. If in 
doubt check with the NCC or LTNC.

Although devised for use in Greater Manchester, it is hoped that the guidance notes will 
prove helpful throughout the UK, adapted to each local planning system as necessary.



a) Selection using the Berne Convention

Both the Great Crested Newt and Natterjack Toad are afforded international protection 
under the Berne Convention (1979), implemented in the UK by Schedule 5 and Schedule 
9 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act (1981).

Under the 1981 Act it is illegal to:

...intentionally kill, injure or catch the Great Crested Newt or Natterjack Toad, or 
attempt to do so, unless you have a license; or to have them in your possession (unless 
legally obtained); or to sell them; or to damage, destroy or obstruct any place which 
these species use for shelter or protection; or to disturb them while they are there.

There are exemptions for anyone who kills or injures Great Crested Newt or Natterjack 
Toad if it was “the incidental result of a lawful operation and could not reasonably have
been avoided”.

Survey work should be done before planning permission has been granted, and detection 
of either species is a valid reason for refusal of planning consent or at the very least the 
imposition of planning conditions. On the other hand, detection after full planning 
permission has been granted means that habitat destruction cannot be legally prevented 
although Section 10(3)(c) of the 1981 Act still requires that consequential killing is 
permitted only if it could not be reasonably avoided.

The 1981 Act confers no legal protection for the other native British amphibians other 
than prohibiting the sale (including hire, barter or exchange) of Palmate Newt, Smooth 
Newt, Common Toad, and Common Frog. Nonetheless the presence of exceptional 
populations or outstanding assemblages (see Table 1) can be used as a valid planning 
objection on wildlife grounds and should often succeed.

b) Selection using NCC Guidelines for selecting potential SSSIs

The NCC have now published their previously confidential ’Guidelines for Selection of 
Biological Sites of Special Scientific Interest’ (Anon 1989) and a copy is held in the LTNC 
offices. The NCC Guidelines are summarized in Table 1 and provide a crucial means for 
naturalists to ranking the important of any amphibian site no matter how small. By carrying 
out survey work along the lines of the NCC Guidelines then the national and regional 
importance of a site can be properly assessed and, where merited, the site conserved.

English Nature treat Greater Manchester County and Merseyside County as a single 
geographical unit for the purposes of designating SSSIs, and the NCC Guidelines for 
selecting potential amphibian SSSIs follow this established practice. To date, no SSSIs for 
amphibians have been declared by English Nature in Greater Manchester County, in spite 
of boasting several strong candidates of potential regional and national importance, 
notably Lomax (SD7103), Maypole (SD6201), Haigh (SD6008), Hindley Green (SD6402) 
and Colliery Lane (SD6203), all in the Wigan Pondway.

The NCC Guidelines have particular criteria for evaluation of sites with Great Crested 
Newt or Natterjack Toad, and for evaluation of sites occupied by several species 
(’Amphibian Assemblages’), as set out below.
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For Great Crested Newt, the NCC Guidelines require all “exceptional populations” to be 
selected as potential SSSIs, ie those where a night count in the breeding season exceeds 
100 individuals. It is assumed that the adult population will be ten times as great, i.e. in 
excess of 1,000 adults. However in order to “confirm population stability and/or to 
overcome problems associated with variability between counts due to changes in 
vegetation cover etc” the NCC Guidelines recommended that the night counts be repeated 
over three years. Where several breeding pools are close together then night counts should 
first be summed to derive a total for the site.

The amphibian site known as Lomax (SD7103), straddling the borders of Wigan, Bolton 
and Salford Districts, has 36 Great Crested Newt ponds each within 750m of the next, yet 
night counts by the LTNC Newt Group have so far failed to prove an “exceptional 
population” even if night counts from several adjacent ponds are first summed. But on 
other evidence we believe that Lomax is indeed an exceptional population but that night 
counts regularly give spuriously low results if, as in the case of so many sites in this region, 
the ponds are turbid due to plankton, have dark muddy bottoms, dense floating weeds and 
are obscured by a marginal bed of Flote Grass. Slavish use of night counts endangers the 
Great Crested Newt by skewing protection to a handful of sites with fewer, but easily 
visible, newts. Night counts are still the key field technique of both the National Amphibian 
Survey (Oldham 1986) and the NCC Guidelines (Anon 1989), in spite of criticism.

Note that, as a general rule, the NCC Guidelines give priority to sites which qualify both 
for the Great Crested Newt and for their amphibian assemblages.

TABLE 1: NCC SCORING SYSTEM FOR RANKING AMPHIBIAN ASSEMBLAGES
AS POTENTIAL SSSIs

Tow"
population 
Score = 1

"good" 
population 
Score = 2

"exceptional" 
population 
Score = 3

GREAT CRESTED NEWT
seen or netted daytime <5 5-50 >50
night-time torch count <10 10-100 >100

SMOOTH NEWT
netted daytime <10 10-100 >100
night-time torch count <10 10-100 >100

PALMATE NEWT
netted daytime <10 10-100 >100
night-time torch count <10 10-100 >100

COMMON FROG
Spawn lumps counted <50 50-500 >500

COMMON TOAD
estimated <500 500-5,000 >5,000
counted (night or day) <100 100-1,000 > 1,000
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For Natterjack Toad, the NCC Guidelines require that “all important and established 
sites” be selected as potential SSSIs. “Established” means some evidence of a viable colony 
having existed for at least 5 years. “Important” means all heathland sites; the best or sole 
representative in a Watsonian vice-county; or any site with more than 100 adults or 25 
spawn strings present in at least two of the last 5 years. Again, where several nearby 
breeding ponds are utilized then counts should first be summed.

For Amphibian Assemblages, the NCC G uidelines require that all “outstanding 
assemblages” of species be selected as potential SSSIs, using the simple scoring system 
shown in Table 1. To qualify as an “outstanding assemblage”, a minimum score of 10 points 
and the presence of at least four amphibian species are required. Again, where several 
nearby breeding ponds are utilized, then counts should first be summed before calculating 
the score. In terms of Amphibian Assemblages, Lomax (SD7103) is the most outstanding 
site in Greater Manchester and probably in the whole of North West England. Although 
lacking Natterjack Toad, Lomax has strong populations of all the other native species of 
amphibians: Great Crested Newt, Palmate Newt, Smooth Newt, Common Frog and 
Common Toad. Lomax is allocated a score of 17 for its Amphibian Assemblage, the 
maximum score possible under the NCC Guidelines for selecting potential SSSIs 
(Table 1).

For site boundaries, the NCC Guidelines require that the potential SSSIs should 
encompass suitable semi-natural terrestrial habitat where this occurs “contiguous to or 
near the breeding site”. However amphibian SSSIs should exclude recently created garden 
pools, swimming pools etc.

For introductions, the NCC Guidelines require that assessments should exclude any 
amphibian species known to have been introduced to the site.

For extending existing SSSIs, the NCC Guidelines require that any breeding site adjacent 
to an existing SSSI with an amphibian assemblage score of 5 or more (Table 1) should be 
considered for incorporation in the SSSI. Likewise any adjacent breeding site of eithei 
Great Crested Newt or Natterjack Toad.

c) Selection using criteria for Sites of Biological Importance

Most counties have some means of designating sites of wildlife importance within their 
planning system. To do this, Greater Manchester County has an established framework of 
’Sites of Biological Importance’ (SBIs) enshrined within its statutory planning procedures. 
Designation of SBI status via the Greater Manchester Countryside Unit guarantees that 
due recognition and weight is given to wildlife during the processing of planning 
applications; the creation of Local Plans; the creation of Unitary Plans; and land 
reclamation and enhancement. SBIs in Greater Manchester County have been successfully 
defended at major planning appeals.

Recognition and protection of many important amphibian sites in G reater Manchester 
County has already been achieved by the simple but effective three-tier SBI system:

Grade A Site of Biological Importance = County significance 
Grade B Site of Biological Importance = District significance 
Grade C Site of Biological Importance = Local significance



NEW CRITERIA FOR APPRAISING UK AMPHIBIAN SITES

The LTNC Newt Group has developed new guidelines for ranking UK amphibian sites, 
presented in Table 2, integrating six factors:

a) The Berne Convention

b) Protection under the Wildlife & Countryside Act

c) The NCC Guidelines for selecting potential SSSIs

d) The concept of Grade A, B and C SBIs

e) The new Egg Search Method (see next section)

f) The concept of clusters of breeding sites. We strongly believe that a cluster of 
amphibian breeding sites (eg a suite of marl pit ponds) is intrinsically more important 
than a single water body awarded the same score, an isolated single water body is:

- more vulnerable to natural or man-made mishap
- only a single ecological system
- spatially restrictive of interactions between amphibian species
- more prone to generate unstable amphibian population levels
- less likely to be linked to a range of terrestrial habitat
- more likely to suffer from fish, anglers and recreation
- possibly rich in amphibians simply due to a lack of choice of available waterbody, 

reminiscient of the waterhole phenomena which concentrate, stresses and renders 
vulnerable populations of big game in Africa.

The LTNC Guidelines are not meant to be pedantically applied, but give an evaluation of 
the native amphibian populations of any UK site in terms of international, national, 
regional, district and local importance.

As well as evaluating the potential as a candidate for SSSI status, the LTNC Guidelines 
also determine if the site merits the awarding of a Grade A, B or C SBI status (or the 
equivalent as used by different planning authorities and wildlife trusts). In short this means 
that the LTNC Guidelines enable a planning authority to confer planning protection 
immediately to any amphibian site worthy of it, without leaving the site vulnerable while 
the cumbersome NCC machinery for SSSI designation gets underway. Furthermore, lesser 
amphibian sites, otherwise unprotected, can receive planning defence against unwarranted 
loss.

To compute the total score for a site, add up the score for each of the amphibian species. 
Award a bonus point if 4 species are present or 2 bonus points if 5 species are present. Add 
2 extra bonus points if Natterjack Toad is also present.

If the total score is at least 10 points and at least 4 species are present, then the site is 
deemed to possess an “outstanding assemblage”.
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SURVEYING FOR AMPHIBIAN SITES

The LTNC Newt Group has evolved a procedure for surveying amphibian sites in a district 
with the minimum of effort (still considerable!), vital when a handful of volunteers are 
confronted by hundreds of ponds. The procedure is as follows:

1. Concentrate upon those 1km squares of the National Grid which have the highest 
number of ponds in your district, helped by the 1:25,000 O.S. Pathfinder maps. As shown 
by Grayson, Parker and Mullaney (MS) this maximizes the probability that an individual 
pond will contain Great Crested Newt.

2. Helped by the maps, target clusters of ponds where each pond is within 250m of the 
next. This justifies the pond scores being aggregated (Table 1), and clusters are in 
themselves valuable features (Table 2). It also ensures that the maximum number of ponds 
are visited in a single day’s fieldwork.

3. In late March, April, May and June, rapidly visit the maximum number of ponds to 
determine the presence of Great Crested Newt (score = 1) by means of the new Egg Search 
Method fully described by Grayson, Parker and Mullaney (MS) and hailed in the latest 
edition (Anon 1991) of ’Surveying for Amphibians’, an Advisory Leaflet produced by the 
British Herpetological Society funded by the NCC, as:

“by far the most efficient method of locating Great Crested Newt, frequently finding 
them in ponds where other methods have failed.”

In spite of this, the National Amphibian Survey (Oldham 1986) has, as yet, steadfastly 
declined to take on board the Egg Search Method as the standard field technique for the 
Great Crested Newt, missing this opportunity to rapidly identify large numbers of breeding 
sites, leaving them unrecorded and therefore vulnerable.

Beebee (1990) advocates the new Egg Search Method:

“...two mainstream methods - netting and torching - failed dismally to show the 
presence of Crested Newts at all. On the other hand searching for eggs on plant 
leaves, a technique propounded by an active group in South Lancashire, proved 
extremely valuable as a simple demonstration of the species occurrence.”

At the same time as conducting the Egg Search Method, it is often convenient to search 
the entire circumference of the pond for spawn or tadpoles of Common Frog (score = 1)
if not too late in the season. Also keep a sharp look-out for Common Toad breeding activity 
(score = 1).

The Egg Search Method requires no net and no other field equipment apart from 
Wellington boots, and should average only four minutes or so for a typical field pond. Large 
ponds and highly vegetated ponds can take much longer. The key is to realize that the 
female Great Crested Newt lays eggs singly on favoured leaves of host plants very close to 
the bank, usually in less than 50cm of water. The eggs are laid singly and each carefully 
concealed within a distinctively creased and neatly folded-over leaf. With a little practice, 
the folded leaves can usually be easily seen from the bank. Favoured host plants include 
Water Mint and Flote Grass or almost any plants with submerged leaves of similar size - 
Starwort is too small. Each Great Crested Newt egg is completely hidden, but revealed 
upon gentle unfolding to be a jelly capsule some 4.5mm in length and the egg itself is a



bright yellowish-white. Eggs of both the Palmate Newt and Smooth Newt are noticeably 
smaller and duller, with jelly capsules being only 3mm in length and the eggs duller 
greyish-brown. Unfortunately the eggs of the Palmate Newt and Smooth Newts appear 
identical and have to be logged as ’eggs of Palmate and/or Smooth Newt’.

Where favoured egg-laying plants are in short supply, or where a female Great Crested 
Newt has lingered during egg-laying, then the leaves of Flote Grass just below the surface 
may be repeatedly creased into remarkable concertinas. Female Smooth and Palmate 
Newts being smaller make smaller concertinas. In Bulrush swamps look for submerged old 
brown leaves soft enough to be converted into concertinas.

The number of eggs is a helpful guide to whether the Great Crested Newt population is 
“low”, “good” or “exceptional” (Table 2). Count the number of eggs found alongside 1 
metre of water’s edge and from this estimate the total number round the rim of the entire 
pond, making due allowance for the distribution of favoured egg-laying host plants and 
confusion with foldovers of other newt species.

4. In May, June, July and August return to net the more important ponds to determine 
the presence of Palmate Newt (score = 1) and Smooth Newt (score = 1), and for further 
chance observation of tadpoles of Common Frog or Common Toad if not already detected 
on the first visit. Refer to Table 1 for the bonus points awarded if either 4 or 5 amphibian 
species are found to share the same pond or cluster.

5. In late Summer, review the field data to identify sites which have both Great Crested 
Newt and most of the other amphibian species present, or hold promise of exceptionally 
large populations of any amphibian species - frog, toad or newt. These sites now form a 
shortlist of the best amphibian sites in the district. However, some major Common Toad 
sites will be overlooked by this recommended procedure and it is unlikely that Natterjack 
Toad sites will be reveal at all.

6. The following Winter, interrogate field naturalists and members of the public to 
discover some major Common Frog sites, Common Toad sites and some Great Crested 
Newt ponds. Make a special note of ’lost’ amphibian sites, especially of the Great Crested 
Newt, because it is crucial to have such information to monitor historical decline, to justify 
a halt, and to propose re-introductions.

7. The following Spring, the key objective is to arrive at the final total score for each of 
the more important amphibian sites in the district, so that a league table can be constructed 
and the national and regional significance determined. To do so demands that estimates 
of the size of the amphibian populations are made:

i) In early Spring, once the minimum night time temperature attains 6°C, count the 
number of lumps of frogspawn to determine the number of adult female frogs using 
the site (see Table 1). To do so demands circumnavigating every yard of the pond 
perimeter, because the Common Frog tends to congregate to spawn en masse in 
awkward patches.

Frog spawning can occur over several successive nights so, for important sites, 
further visits are recommended during the first ten days following the first noting 
of spawn. After a week or so the lumps of spawn disintegrate into a gelatinous 
incoherent mass.



ii) Later in Spring, once the minimum nighttime temperature attains 10°C, Common 
Toad should be ’in’, and the number peaks roughly five days after the first pairs are 
observed in the pond. Undertake a head count by torchlight after dark, both in the 
water and open land within a hundred metres radius (see Table 1). Counting 
Common Toad spawn strings is not practical.

iii) In March or April, undertake a night count of newts before the pond becomes too 
murky or too weedy (see Table 1). If the night count fails, assess the newt 
populations by netting during March to July (Table 1). If netting is inconclusive, 
assessing the number of newt eggs can be helpful (Table 2) as is assessing of the 
newt-carrying capacity of the surrounding terrestrial habitats.

Daytime netting for newts must be conducted in a standard manner if a count is 
sought. The NCC Guidelines require netting to be carried out during a 15 minute 
period for sites with less than 50m of water’s edge, for 30 minutes for sites with 
50-100m and so forth.

CONCLUSION

Our work establishes Greater Manchester County as being of national importance for 
amphibian breeding sites. The County includes the largest known concentration of Great 
Crested Newt ponds in the UK, a concentration probably of international importance - in 
spite of serious losses since World War II and a contraction and dismemberment of its 
range. With 36 Great Crested Newt ponds, Lomax is the most important site. Coincident 
with the Great Crested Newt are many ponds with breeding populations of 5 species of 
amphibian, a most unusual and little-understood situation. Furthermore the presence of 
large numbers of Palmate Newt sites on the lowlands is a mystery. Finally, the efforts of 
anglers are considered to be boosting Common Toad populations to unusually large 
numbers at the expense of restricting or eliminating the Great Crested Newt.

Our work indicates that new surveying techniques, such as the very rapid and effective Egg 
Search Method, are essential in order to identify and defend UK amphibian sites. We also 
believe that clearer criteria are needed for appraising the amphibian importance of such 
sites and that a ’user-friendly’ scheme such as the one presented in this article is the best 
way forward (Table 2).

Surveying for amphibians is enjoyable and important work. It helps to conserve not only 
the protected species but also the teeming animal and plant life of the ponds and 
marshlands concerned. If you wish to help, or can supply records of sites (surviving or
long-gone), then please contact any officer of Lancashire Trust for Nature Conservation 
(0772 324129) or write to the authors.
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International
Recognition

National
Importance

County
Impor.

District
Impor.

Local
Impor.

Natterjack Toad * Important & 
Established

small * 
colony

Great Crested Newt
Population Size (Table 1) * Exceptional Good Low -
Eggs Estimated @ * thousands many 100s - -
Clusters of GCN ponds@ * > 10 ponds 4-9 ponds 2-3 ponds 1 pond
Palmate Newt
Population Size (Table 1)
Smooth Newt 
Population Size (Table 1)
Common Frog 
Population Size (Table 1)
Common Toad 
Population Size (Table 1)
Amphibian Assemblage (excl Natterjack)
5 species present @ * 

3 newt species present@ * 

Assemblage Merit (Table 1)

Good Pops 
of 5 spp 

Exceptional 
Pops of 3 spp 
"Outstanding"

Good Pops 
of 4 spp 
Good Pops 

of 3 spp

Good Pops 
of 2 or 3 spp 
Good Pops 
of 1 or 2 spp

Low
Pops
Low
Pops

ESTIMATED RANK OR SITE - Potential 
SSSI& 

Grade A SBI

Potential 
Grade A 

SBI

Potential 
Grade B 

SBI

Potential 
Grade C 

SBI

TABLE 2: LTNC GUIDELINES FOR RANKING AMPHIBIAN SITES

i) Estimate the rank of the site using one of the six native species of frog, toad or newt.
ii) Repeat for each species and consider revising upwards if the site has an Exceptional 

Population of more than one species.
iii) Estimate rank of the site using Amphibian Assemblage.
iv) Calculate Assemblage Score using NCC Guidelines (Table 1).

Definitions for low, good and exceptional populations are as used in Table 1.
Definitions of established and important colonies of Natterjack Toad follow the NCC 
Guidelines, see text for details.

Criteria marked (@) are not recognized by the National Amphibian survey and fall outside 
the NCC Guidelines.

An SBI’ is a Site of Biological Importance, a designation falling outside the NCC 
Guidelines, see text for details.

Species marked (*) denotes simple presence of the species concerned, conferring strict
statutory protection under the Berne Convention and the Wildlife & Countryside Act
(1981) regardless of whether breeding or not. Otherwise the Table assumes evidence of 
breeding.

Exceptional Good 

Exceptional Good 

Exceptional Good 

Exceptional Good



DRAGONFLIES OF THE SEFTON COAST SAND-DUNE SYSTEM, 
MERSEYSIDE

R A H a l l& P H  Smith (36 Lathom Rd, Southport, Merseyside PR9 0JP& School o f Science 
& Technology, The Liverpool Polytechnic, Byrom Street, Liverpool L3 3A F)

Introduction

Dragonflies are among the most spectacular and fascinating insects. Only about 40 species 
occur in Britain, and their field identification is relatively easy, assisted by the recent 
publication of several excellent books on the subject. (Askew 1988; Gibbons 1986; 
McGeeney 1986)

Increasing interest in the dragonflies is reflected in national and county recording schemes, 
(Hammond 1983; Sumner 1985), which are giving a detailed picture of this group’s 
distribution. Many dragonflies are sensitive to water pollution and most species have 
specific terrestrial and aquatic habitat requirements. TTiis means that they are useful to 
conservationists monitoring changes in the countryside.

The Sefton coast of north Merseyside has the fourth largest sand-dune system in Great 
Britain, with a total area of about 1500 hectares. These lime-rich dunes are characterised 
by extensive seasonally-flooded slacks. In addition, there is a large number of unpolluted, 
man-made pools, ranging from bomb craters and golf-course reservoirs to scrapes 
excavated during the 1970s and 1980s for conservation purposes. Most of these provide 
suitable habitats for dragonflies.

Hitherto, information on dragonflies of the Sefton coast has been scattered in unpublished 
reports and species lists. The aims of this study are to provide an up-to-date account of 
the group’s status in a form which is easily accessible to anyone with an interest in the 
dunes, their wildlife and its conservation.

Methods

All sources of site-specific dragonfly records accessible to the authors were examined. 
These include Sefton Coast Management Scheme reports and Ainsdale Sand Dunes 
National Nature Reserve files. This information was supplemented by the authors’ own 
records from extensive surveys of the sand-dune biota, mainly during the 1980s.

The only areas of the dune system not well covered were the several golf courses, to which 
public access is restricted. All have ponds or reservoirs which could support dragonflies.

Species distribution maps were drawn up, based on 1km squares of the National Grid, 
there being about 38 whole or part squares in the study area (Map 1).

For each species, occurrence was categorised as follows:

1 Sight record only of teneral or adult insect (small dot)
2 Breeding probable; mating or oviposition seen (medium dot)
3 Breeding confirmed; nymph or exuvia found (large dot)
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Map 1 Sefton coast study area
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Other relevant information is summarised in the following accounts of the 14 species 
known to have occurred in the dunes (Table 1). Nomenclature follows McGeeney (1986).

Summary of status

Sub-order Zygoptera (Damselflies)

Lestes sponsa (Hansemann) Common Emerald Map 2

H L Burrows reported the presence of this elegant damselfly at Ainsdale in 1932 (Ford 
1953). Fifty years then elapsed before it was recorded again, a few individuals being noted 
at two excavated ponds in the Ainsdale Sand Dunes NNR in 1983. Since then, the species 
has greatly increased and extended its range. As well as being abundant at the Ainsdale 
scrapes, it now occurs in large numbers at Cabin Hill and Altcar Rifle Range and in 1989 
it was found for the first time at Lifeboat Road, Formby Point and on the National Trust 
estate.

The earliest sighting in recent years was 16th June 1989 and the latest was 4th September 
1988, but L. sponsa is mostly active in July and August.

This species is particularly associated with shallow water supporting dense growths of spike 
rush (Eleocharis palustris) on which the adults often perch. Females invariable appear 
several weeks before the males. For example, in June 1988, the earliest females at Cabin 
Hill were seen on 17th June, while males were not observed until 8th July.

Enallagma cyathigerum (Charp.) Common Blue Damselfly Map 3

This is probably the most abundant species in the dune system, breeding in most of the 
larger scrapes and ponds. Males often swarm in large numbers over the water surface on 
calm, sunny days during June, July and early August.

During the 1980s the earliest sighting was on the 9th May 1988 and the latest on 27th August 
1984 and 1988.

Coenagrion puella (L.) Azure Blue Damselfly Map 4

Superficially similar to the preceding species and perhaps often overlooked, the Azure 
Blue has a strangely localised distribution in the dunes. First confirmed in July 1985, it 
seems to be confined to a small group of scrapes, one bomb crater and West End Pond at 
Ainsdale NNR. Each year since its discovery, small numbers have been recorded. The 
earliest adult was seen on 14th May 1988 and the latest on 10th August 1987; the main 
flight period being in June and July.

Further inland, this species seems to be characteristic of small field ponds and marl pits, 
from which the dune population presumably originated.
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Pyrrhosoma nymphula (Sulzer) Large Red Damselfly Map 5

Although common enough nationally, this easily recognised insect is scarce in Merseyside 
and West Lancashire.

Only three sightings are recorded for the dunes, all at Ainsdale NNR. The first was near 
the reserve warden’s house in July 1977. There were further occurrences at West End 
Pond in 1983 and on 20th May 1984; the latter observation being of two males. Breeding 
has not been confirmed.

Ischnura elegans (v.der L.) Blue-tailed Damselfly Map 6

Perhaps the commonest damselfly in Britain, this distinctive species occurs in a wide variety 
of water bodies throughout the dune system. In 1987 it was recorded at 12 sites in the 
Ainsdale and Birkdale Hills Local Nature Reserve. A degree of pollution in its breeding 
waters is tolerated, so this is one of only three Odonata found in the Sands Club Lake, 
Ainsdale, which receives surface-water drainage from a large housing estate.

Although the Blue-tailed is usually much less abundant than E. cyathigerum, the presence 
of several female colour forms adds interest.

In recent years, the earliest and latest dates for adults were 14th May 1988 and 27th August 
1987 and 1988.

Sub-order Anisoptera (Dragonflies)

Anax imperator Leach Emperor Dragonfly Map 7

This spectacular insect is Britain’s largest dragonfly. It first graced the Sefton coast in the 
hot summer of 1976 when a female was seen ovipositing at West End pond, Ainsdale NNR. 
Two years later, the first locally bred adults emerged, these being some 80 miles north-west 
of the nearest regular breeding ground in the West Midlands. Further adults were seen in 
1980 and 1982, after which the generations began to overlap; individuals appearing in each 
year.

Peak numbers appeared during the good summer of 1983 when about 40 were reported at 
Ainsdale and a male was seen at Cabin Hill, about 5 miles to the south. At Ainsdale, the 
insects were breeding in a series of scrapes and ponds in the centre of the reserve and at 
West End pond.

The Emperor seemed to be a little less numerous in 1984 but, twenty exuviae were found 
at Ainsdale. Subsequently, numbers declined markedly, perhaps due to a sequence of poor 
summers with low sunshine totals in July. This southern insect seems to be adversely 
affected by bad weather during its flight period.

By 1986/1. imperator was, scarce at Ainsdale but, an encouraging sign was two sightings in 
the Birkdale Hills.

Only three were recorded at Ainsdale in 1987 and, by the following year, sightings declined 
to two, one being at Birkdale. Despite the marvellous summer weather, 1989 also provided
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only two observations. The earliest and latest records were 13th June 1986 and 29th August 
1987.

Extinction of this isolated population must now be a distinct possibility, as there is little 
chance of recruitment from established colonies elsewhere.

Aeshna cyanea (Muller) Southern Hawker Map 8

A widely distributed and attractive insect, the Southern Hawker has rarely been seen in 
the dunes. However, occasional reports of large dragonflies with uncoloured wings (eg.
11th and 12th June 1988) are more likely to refer to this species than A.juncea (see below).

Most records have been at Ainsdale NNR, breeding being confirmed by the finding of an 
exuvia at West End Lodge garden pond on 6th June 1984. There were seven sightings on 
the NNR in August 1984, but none since.

The habit this species has of flying close to an observer is a useful pointer to its identity 
and also makes it easier to spot field characters, such as the broad apple-green stripes on 
the pro-thorax and the blue markings on the last few abdominal segments of the male.

Aeshna juncea (L.) Common Hawker Map 9

Superficially similar to the previous species, this splendid dragonfly is invariably associated 
with more acidic waters than those of our lime-rich dunes. Nevertheless, an exuvia was 
identified at Ainsdale in 1984, one adult being seen on 2nd September. The reserve had 
two “probable” sightings during the period 1975-1983.

Aeshna grandis (L.) Brown Hawker Map 10

This is the most familiar of our larger dragonflies, at least in England, its golden-brown 
wings glinting over many a garden pond.

Being so abundant generally, its extremely restricted distribution in the dune system is 
inexplicable. Before 1983 there had been few sightings in the dunes (eg. at Ainsdale, 3 
records 1975-1982). During August 1983, however, a large emergence was reported on 
the NNR. Eight were logged in 1986, fourteen in 1987 but, only one in 1988. Then in 1989 
another spectacular emergence took place, with as many as twenty sightings on 23rd July 
and 18 exuviae identified on 30th July. All of these observations were made on the NNR. 
Away from Ainsdale there has been only one record; at Birkdale Hills.

In recent years, earliest and latest sightings were on 9th July 1988 and 26th September 1987 
respectively.

Libellula quadrimaculata L. Four-spotted Chaser Map 11

A notable migrant, this medium-sized dragonfly is fairly common throughout the dune 
system, breeding at the larger scrapes and ponds at Ainsdale and Cabin Hill.
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Individuals often attract attention by repeatedly returning to the same perch, usually a 
dead twig or isolated stem at the water’s edge.

Recent records range from 17th May 1988 to 21st July 1987, this one being one of the 
earlier species with its main flight period in June.

Libellula depressa L. Broad-bodied Chaser Map 12

A southern species, rarely seen in north-west England, this distinctive dragonfly has its 
nearest regular haunts in east Cheshire. However, it is known to disperse widely after 
emergence and this probably accounts for the two Sefton coast records; both males.

One was photographed at Lifeboat Road, Formby Point on 12th June 1988 and the second 
appeared at Massams Slack, Ainsdale NNR on 12th June 1989, a remarkable coincidence 
of dates.

Sympetrum striolatum (Charpentier) Common Darter Map 13

This is a familiar and abundant species throughout the dunes from mid June to October. 
In 1987 it was recorded at no less than 21 water-bodies on the Ainsdale and Birkdale Hills 
LNR.

Large numbers can often be seen perched on bushes, on fences or on bare sand in sunny 
spots sheltered from the wind. In 1989, several were even encountered on Birkdale beach 
about 200 metres from the dune frontage.

This dragonfly is one of the earliest colonisers of new scrapes and its nymph is a major 
tadpole predator. Exuvia counts of up to forty per square metre have been made at Formby 
Point Natterjack Toad scrapes.

In recent years, the earliest and latest dates were in 1988, on 10th June and 28th October.

Sympetrum sanguineum (Muller) Ruddy Darter Map 14

The nearest breeding water for this mainly southern and eastern species is in south 
Cheshire. Therefore, it was completely unexpected when a male was identified and 
photographed at a pond in the centre of Ainsdale NNR on 23rd July 1989.

This seems to be the first authentic ’Lancashire’ sighting, an old record for Formby Point 
(Hammond 1977) having been deleted in the second edition. Sumner does not mention 
the species (Sumner 1985).

Most members of the genus are dispersive or migratory and the exceptionally sunny 
summer of 1989 no doubt accounted for this extralimital record.
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Sympetrum danae (Sulzer) Black Darter Map 15

A dragonfly of peat bogs is a surprising species to find on the sand dunes but, there are two 
records for Ainsdale NNR during the hot summer of 1976. One was reported by Peter 
Skidmore at Massams Slack, the other being a male identified at West End pond on 27th 
August. Weather conditions must again have been the major factor in these occurrences.

Table 1. Species of Odonata recorded in the Sefton coast dunes.

ZYGOPTERA ANISOPTERA

Lestes sponsa C Anax imperator S
Enallagma cyathigerum C Aeshna cyanea S
Coenagrion puella s A. juncea S
Pyrrhosoma nymphula V A. grancUs S
Ischnura elegans c Libellula quadrimaculata S

L. depressa V

Sympetrum striolatum S
S. sanguineum V

S. danae V

c = common breeder; S = scarce breeder; v = vagrant.

Discussion

The north Merseyside dune system has long been regarded as being of national importance 
for nature conservation, based mainly on botanical criteria, the presence of Natterjack 
Toad, Sand Lizard, bird communities and coastal invertebrates (Ratcliffe 1977). This study 
shows that the dunes also rate highly as a habitat for dragonflies. Indeed, ten breeding 
species is the qualifying number for nationally important dragonfly sites in northern 
England (Nature Conservancy Council 1989).

Within the dunes, Ainsdale NNR is by far the most important area for this group; all 
fourteen species of dragonflies having been recorded there. The reasons no doubt include 
observer bias but, more importantly, the presence of many permanent ponds dug for 
conservation purposes in the 1970s. It was anticipated that these would benefit aquatic 
invertebrates, a prediction that has certainly come to fruition. The fact that several of the 
pools are sheltered by nearby woodland seems to have increased their attractiveness to 
dragonflies.

Some species have been recorded for the first time since the ponds were dug (eg. Anax 
imperator and Coenagrion puella) while others have shown marked population increases 
(eg Lestes sponsa). This is particularly gratifying as dragonflies are declining in the wider 
countryside, due to habitat lost and water pollution.

Although Anax imperator seems likely to disappear, it is possible that new species will still 
be found. The most likely future colonist in Aeshna mixta which seems to be spreading 
northwards.
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Despite considerable efforts in recent years, there are still gaps to be filled on the 
distribution maps. The authors would welcome any new information, particularly for the 
golf-courses. Records of new or rare species should ideally be supported by photographs 
or detailed descriptions.
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OBSERVATIONS ON SPHAGNUM IN GREATER MANCHESTER AND 
MERSEYSIDE

J. Lunn (English Nature, Wakefield Office)

Summary

Records of Sphagnum collected from 11 sites in Greater Manchester and Merseyside 
between 1986 and 1989 revealed an unexpected diversity and abundance of species. Ten 
taxa were identified of which the most ubiquitous and abundant were S.recurvum and 
Sfimbriatum  followed by S.palustre. Some observations are made of their occurrence and 
abundance on different types of mire and in respect of perceived nutrient status of sites.

Introduction

Bog mosses Sphagnum are of great in terest and im portance to ecologists and 
conservationists in Britain, not least because of their remarkable water absorbing 
properties and ability, under certain conditions, to produce peat. The resulting 
peat-bodies, mires, provide habitats for a range of specialised animals and plants often 
intricately adapted to wet nutrient-poor conditions, and are also of great interest for their 
landforms, for preserved historical information in the form of vegetation and pollen 
deposits, and for archaeological remains. They are consequently of great conservation 
importance (eg Lindsay et al 1988, Howard-Davis et al 1988). The various species of 
Sphagnum themselves are sensitive indicators of ecological conditions with well defined 
niches and preferences (Daniels & Eddy 1985, Smith 1978).

In Greater Manchester and Merseyside bog-mosses have been an important component 
of the vegetation since the last Ice Age. Large areas of the lowlands were covered by raised 
mires (Mosses) and much of the Pennine uplands were covered by blanket mires 
accumulating on the gently rounded hills. Over the last 2 centuries, industrialisation and 
agricultural reclamation have had profound effects on these peatlands, such that their 
distribution and extent have shrunk enormously (Shimwell 1985) and for those remaining, 
damage by air pollution, drainage, erosion and ecological overgrazing has seriously 
reduced their interest for animals and plants. However, the fragments remaining have 
recently been increasingly recognised as important for conservation since they not only 
possess substantial existing interest, but also they have considerable potential for 
restoration to wetter mire conditions.

The paucity of Sphagnum on the uplands has been long recognised and the role of air 
pollution in its demise well studied (Lee 1981). However during fieldwork between 1986 
and 1989 in Greater Manchester and Merseyside, it became apparent to the author that 
bog-mosses were perhaps more widespread and abundant than previously assumed and 
more species were present than expected. The purpose of this paper is to provide some 
observations on the various species of Sphagnum encountered and, hopefully, to stimulate 
further local interest in this remarkable group of plants.



Methods

No systematic survey of sites was undertaken but records of Sphagnum were made at 11 
locations in the 2 counties. Identification was made in the field, confirmed where necessary 
by microscopical examination according to Smith (1978), and notes were taken of 
associated species and habitat. The 11 sites comprised examples of wet heath (1), valley 
mire (1), transitional fen (2), basin mire (1), raised mire (4) and flush or soligenous mire(2), 
as described by the Nature Conservancy Council (1989). It must be stressed that some of 
these habitats are considerably modified forms and not homogeneous, eg transitional fen 
and flush habitats graded into wet woodland at 2 sites and the vegetation of some dry 
raised mire areas were more akin to wet heath.

Results

Forty-six records of 10 taxa (9 species and one additional subspecies) were identified from 
the 11 sites whose geographical locations are given in Figure 1.

Table 1 lists the taxa recorded in each habitat type and, in addition, gives a subjective 
assessment of the maximum abundance of each species encountered within the habitat 
type and at any site using the DAFOR scale (D-dominant, A-abundant, F-frequent, 
O-occasional, R-rare). This gives some indication of the fact that some species could 
actually be abundant or frequent even when recorded on only a few sites, eg S. squarrosum,
S. auriculatum var subsecundum and, conversely, other species were always rare eg S. 
tenellum.

S. recurvum and S.fimbriatum  were the most frequently recorded species, followed by S. 
palustre. All other taxa were found at less than half the sites, the rarest beingS. auriculatum 
var subsecundum.

As expected, some species only occurred in certain conditions, eg S. cuspidatum was 
typically only found in very wet conditions in nutrient poor (oligotrophic) pools and 
ditches. Two species, S. tenellum and S. compaction, are typically associated with wet heath 
and were found in this habitat and the dry bare surfaces of raised and valley mires. Acidic 
sites in the Pennines (one flush and the basin mire) supported only S. auriculatum var 
auriculatum, though another Pennine flush, at lower altitude and sheltered in a wooded 
valley, contained a wider range of species. S. fimbriatum was particularly abundant on site 
with woodland cover and was probably more abundant overall than S. recurs ion.

Some attempt to correlate nutrient status (low-oligotrophic, medium-mesotrophic) with 
the occurrence of species was made on the basin of associated species, eg oligotrophic sites 
were generally species poor with a few associates such as Cranberry Vaccinium oxycoccus, 
whereas mesotrophic sites tended to be associated with a wider range of fen species, eg 
Willows Salix, Skullcap Scutellaria galericulata, Water-mint Mentha aquatica, etc. Table 2 
suggests a division of Sphagna occurring on sites with different nutrient status. 
Oligotrophic sites are more likely to possess S. cuspidatum and S. auriculatum var 
auriculatum, whereas on more mesotrophic sites, S. squarrosum and S. auriculatum var 
subsecundum become more frequent, in addition to a common ’core’ of species.
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Table 1 Occurrence of Sphagnum species at various habitats in Greater Manchester and 
Merseyside

Species Oligotrophic Mesotrophic

S. recun’um + +
S. fimbriatum + +
S. palustre + + +
S. squarrosum + + +
S. auriculatum var auric + + +
S. auriculatum var subsec + + +
S. cuspidatum + + +

Table 2 Association of Sphagnum species with nutrient 
Manchester and Merseyside

+ = weakly, + + = strongly associated

Discussion

The number of taxa encountered and abundance of some species of Sphagna was quite 
unexpected. It is possible that this might indicate recolonisation following pollution 
abatement, as has happened with some lichens in Manchester (J Guest, pers comm). 
However, an alternative explanation could be that local climatic conditions have enabled 
pockets of habitat to persist suitable for these species (Professor J Lee, in litt). On some 
sites, Sphagnum was abundant enough to speculate that peat formation might occur, 
especially as a ’hummock’ topography was developing.

Although 10 taxa were identified, others might well be present, especially S. papillosum 
and S. capillifolium, the former quite a widespread species and found relatively near in 
neighbouring counties. They would be well worth looking out for.

It is well known that many species of bog plants have either become extinct or extremely 
rare in the 2 counties, eg Bog Rosemary A ndromeda polifolia, Sundews Drosera, Butterwort 
Pinguicula vulgaris, but given the successful natural establishment of Sphagna on some of 
these peatlands, it may be opportune to consider their future re-introduction.
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The Isle of Man Cabbage in South Lancashire

Dr. Philip H. Smith (School o f Science & Technology, The Liverpool Polytechnic, Byrotn 
Street, Liverpool L3 3AF.) 

and
R A . Hall, (Flat 6, 36 Lathom Road, Southport, Merseyside PR9 OJP.)

Rhynchosinapis monensis (L.) Dandy is one of few vascular plants endemic to the British 
Isles. According to Perring & Farrell (1983) it occurs in at least 22 localities in sandy areas 
close to the sea in Glamorgan, Carmarthenshire, Lancashire, Cumberland, Isle of Man, 
Kirkudbrightshire, Ayrshire and on the Isle of Arran. Although not a rare plant in Britain, 
it is included in the IUCN List of Rare, Threatened and Endemic Plants for the Countries 
of Europe on the basis of its endemic status.

The Atlas of the British Flora (Perring & Walters 1962) maps its occurrence in 37 10km 
grid squares, only 18 of these being post-1930 records.

The Isle of Man Cabbage has always been an extremely local species in north Merseyside, 
which is part of Watsonian Vice County 59 (South Lancashire). Savidge, Heywood & 
Gordon (1963) state that it is restricted to coastal sand-dunes at Crosby and Blundellsands 
where it is less common than in earlier decades. The plant continued to be recorded as 
abundant on dunes bordering Burbo Bank Road, between Crosby and Hall Road (V. 
Gordon in litt.) but its habitat was progressively eliminated by housing development.

A visit to this area by PHS on 25th June 1989 revealed that the species was restricted to a 
sandy footpath 60m long and 4m wide on the north side of Park Drive (Grid Reference 
SD 302 999). A total of 35 plants in flower was counted, together with many small 
non-flowering rosettes. The sparse plant community included several ruderal species, such 
as common orache Atriplexpatula, smooth hawk’s-beard Crepis capillaris, creeping thistle 
Cirsium arvense and annual wall-rocket Diplotaxis muralis.

In July 1983, PHS discovered another colony in a strip of dunes at Birkdale lying between 
the coastal road and the shore (SD 319 160) (Smith 1983). A total of 55 flowering 
individuals was counted in a disturbed hollow about 50m in diameter. The west-facing 
slope of this hollow had been planted in the recent past with sea lyme-grass Leymus 
arenarius and also supported invasive sea buckthorn scrub Hippohae rhamnoides. Counts 
in subsequent years revealed an increase to 112 plants in 1984,125 in 1985 and 168 in 1986, 
followed by a decline to only 12 plants in 1989. This seemed to mirror a trend towards a 
more stable, closed plant community at the site.

A third locality was found by RAH in July 1989 on the seaward side of Southport Marine 
Lake (SD 335 184). As many as 347 plants were counter on a narrow strip of dunes about 
lkm long dominated by sea lyme-grass, and marram grass Ammophila arenaria. Other 
abundant species were kidney vetch Anthyllis vulneraria, bird’s-foot trefoil Lotus 
comiculatus, hybrid evening primrose Oenothera fallax, ribwort plantain Plantago 
lanceolata and sea radish Raphanus maritimus. This area is much disturbed by walkers and 
receives frequent additions of blown sand from the adjacent foreshore.

All three north Merseyside localities for R. monensis lie within 100m of the sea, the soil 
type being calcareous raw sand of the Ainsdale Series (Hall & Folland 1970). Substrate 
instability seems to be important to the success of the plant which appears to behave as a



ruderal species. Thus, V. Gordon (in lift.) records that, in 1988, following ground 
disturbance caused by the construction off a block of flats, the Blundellsands colony was 
more luxurient than for many years. Similarly, the Birkdale colony seems to have originated 
in a dune restoration area and subsequently declined as the vegetation matured.

Conservation of this species poses special difficulties because its ecological requirements 
are incompletely known and two of its three colonies in north Merseyside are threatened. 
Merely surfacing a footpath would destroy virtually all of the Blundellsands site, while 
current proposals to redevelop the Southport sea-front cast a shadow on the Marine Lake 
population.

At Birkdale, R. monensis is protected by local Nature Reserve and Site of Special Scientific 
Interest designations but its habitat may well be in need of active management.
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ERMINE IN BOLTON

K Berry (Bolton Museum & Art Gallery, Le Mans Cresc., Bolton BL11SE)

A record of a completely white stoat or ermine was recently given to the Natural History 
section of Bolton Museum and Art Gallery.

The female stoat was found by Mr J Dawson from the Smithills area of Bolton and was 
sent to a local taxidermist, Phil Leggett, who passed the record on to us.
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It is very unusual for stoat to turn completely white in winter in this area. Normally, there 
is only a partial change with the legs and flanks turning white. If anyone knows of any further 
records - past or present - of partially or completely white stoat, the author would be very 
interested to hear from you. In fact all records of stoats or weasels are always welcome. 
The author can be contacted on Bolton 22311 ext 2197 or write to the Natural History 
Department, Bolton Museum (address above).

Epipactis palustris (L) Crantz (MARSH HELLEBORINE) SECOND SIT E 
IN BOLTON

P M A Francis (Bolton Museum & Art Gallery, Le Mam Cresc. Bolton BL1 1SE)

In September 1988, Mr Ted Sharpies and Mr Harry Sumner brought into Bolton Museum 
a set of colour transparencies of a plant that they had been unable to identify. The slides 
had been taken earlier in the summer of that year and were identified as Epipactis palustris 
(L) Crantz (Marsh Helleborine).

I was interested to see the site for myself and was contacted by Mr Sumner in the flowering 
season of 1989. When we visited the site, a group of about 50 flowering spikes was 
discovered. The plants were in a cluster on a small area of dry coal spoil, slightly raised 
above the surrounding, generally marshy ground. A search of the immediate area revealed 
no other plants of this species.

The site is known locally as Cutacre or Wharton Hall Tip (NOR SD 70-03-: SD 70-04-) 
and is in Middle Hulton, near Walkden. It is famous for being the largest coal-tip in Europe 
and where tipping ceased in 1953/4. However, Mr Sumner estimates that tipping ceased 
in the area now occupied by the helleborines in about 1930. The whole tip and surrounding 
farmland is now encompassed in a proposed open-cast coal scheme, known as Lomax,
being considered by British Coal.

In South Lancashire this plant is traditionally associated with dune slacks and, in addition, 
in other parts of England with inland fen and marsh. These inland sites have been rapidly 
decreasing since the 1930s, presumably due to drainage, but the occurence of this plant at 
inland sites in some parts of South Lancashire may be slowly increasing. Marsh 
Helleborines were first recorded in Bolton in July 1986 by Patrick Waring at the Nob End 
site in the Croal Irwell Valley, it has also been recorded at three sites in the Wigan area
within the last thirty years. All these sites are associated with our industrial past. Nob End 
is an old alkali waste tip and the sites in Wigan are associated with power-station ash, or
like Cutacre Tip, old colliery spoil.

The Cutacre plants are still thriving in 1991.
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SOME NOTES ON THE PENNINGTON BITTERN

A J Smith (Wigan)

Introduction

The arrival of a Bittern (Botaurus stellaris) at Pennington Flash, near Leigh in Greater 
Manchester, coincided with an influx of birds into the north-west (Hardy 1989). It was first 
seen on 25 November 1989 and was present until at least 15 December. More unusually, 
its tolerance of nearby human activity and its habit of standing for long periods in the open, 
enabled lengthy observations to be made of its behaviour and feeding habits, especially in 
the first week of its stay. Thereafter, it was not as confiding, confining its appearances 
mostly to dawn and dusk.

Observations

The bird favoured a small indentation, about 1.5 metres across, in an area of Reedmace 
(Typha latifolia) fringing a secluded inlet at the west end of the Flash. It was never seen 
anywhere else despite there being similar indentations nearby. This tiny bay was also 
favoured by up to five Little Grebe (Tachybaptus ruficollis) at once, Water Rail (Rallus 
aquaticus) and a Kingfisher (Alcedo atthis) pointed to it having a large number of fish in 
its vicinity. A public footpath passes within a few feet of this area, and this is quite well 
frequented. When people using the footpath neared the bird, it often momentarily 
adopted the well-known Bittern stance of neck and body fully stretched vertically, with bill 
pointing skywards, thus most resembling reed stems. However, it would not tolerate a 
close approach and quickly moved, via a channel of the side of the bay away from the path, 
to an area of dense reed cover. From this position it could not be seen from the 
birdwatchers’ observation point on the opposite side of the inlet.

By mid December the frost, wind and rain had considerably reduced cover available from 
the Reedmace, which had begun to collapse to form dense clumps, too small to conceal 
the bird. A small pool of open water behind the bay was also thus revealed, and this may 
have been used by the Bittern as an alternative feeding place when disturbed.

It was possible to make several studies of its feeding habits and these are detailed in this
paper (Table 1). The frequency of fish-catching during these sessions was often more than
one per minute. The Bittern gave the impression of being able to catch as many fish as it
required whenever necessary, possibly due to the torpidity of small fish at this time of year.
It was rarely seen to miss. Occasionally, in did stand in view for up to fifteen minutes
without fishing, when fish were definitely present, judging by the activities of Little Grebes 
nearby.

The daily intake of food by a captive, hungry bird is one fifth of its body weight. The body 
weight of fat or normal birds varies from 867 grammes (lightest female) to 1940 grammes 
(heaviest male)(Cramp & Simmons 1977). The sexes are alike, so it was not possible to 
sex this bird. However if we assume a mean weight of 1400 grammes then a daily food 
intake of 280 grammes would be required. Its prey was exclusively fish, including Perch 
(Perea fluviatilis), the length of which appeared to be similar to its bill length (65mm = 2.5 
inches). Larger fish were captured occasionally, but if a calculation is based on the weight



of the smaller fish (1.5-2.0 grammes winter weight) it would require 140 fish per day to 
survive. Assuming that it has nine hours of available feeding time in December, as the 
species is essentially crepuscular, it can be hypothesised that at a rate of one small two 
gramme fish every four minutes, it would just about attain the target of 280 grammes. This 
assumes that it continued fishing at the same rate when out of site of observers, and that 
its requirements are the same as for a lean and hungry bird. The Pennington bird looked 
in fine condition throughout its stay.

Tablet - Observations of feeding Bittern.

Date Time No of fish caught Observer

25 November 13.10-15.10 25 A J Smith
28 November 15.25-16.02 12 P Robinson
2 December 13.05-13.40 11 R Gordon
2 December 14.47-15.58 12 A J Smith
9 December 15.00-15.25 10 per R Gordon
TOTAL 288 minutes 70

Other activities that the Bittern indulged in whilst visible included preening with raising 
of the wings (noted by the author and K and J Gallimore). It also took sips of water after 
fishing.

Its relationships with other bird species were interesting. It ignored, and was ignored by. 
Moorhens (Gallinula chloropus). Coots (Fulica atra) and Mallards {Anasplatyrhynchos). 
A Water Rail was often in the bay if the Bittern was not present, but was wary in its presence. 
A party of five Little Grebe in the bay dispersed on the Bittern’s arrival at 16.02 on 15 
December. On 28 November at 13.45, a male Kingfisher, whose winter territory was 
obviously this inlet, landed on a Reedmace head close to the Bittern. The Bittern lunged 
at it, causing it to fly off. It seemed to recognise a competitor in the fish market! However, 
on 2 December at 13.25 the Kingfisher dived in in front of the Bittern to capture 
successfully a fish, without interference.

When the Bittern was first found, by a St Helens birder who visits the Flash on most days, 
the weather was dominated by a high-pressure system bringing fine but misty or foggy days 
with night frosts. This resulted in the inlet being covered in this ice, although the area 
frequented by the Bittern was ice-free. A small drainage channel enters the Flash nearby 
and this current, or maybe slightly warmer water from this pipe, kept this area clear. 
Fortunately there was a thaw on 27 November and night frosts were not severe enough to 
cause a problem in the period up to 10 December. Bitterns are very susceptible to hard 
weather, and their movements in winter are a response to such conditions. It is uncertain 
whether the species has a true migratory tendency, as birds will stay on their breeding 
grounds in continental Europe during mild winters.

Ringing recoveries indicate a south and west movement, which is mainly nocturnal. In this 
country, birds have been recorded moving from Suffolk to Derbyshire and County 
Longford in Ireland, and from Norfolk to the Low Countries and Germany (Cramp & 
Simmons 1977). It is likely that this bird emanated from the Continent or East Anglia, 
rather than from the small colony at Leighton Moss (Wilson 1985). Winter residence in 
the Wigan or Leigh wetlands is an almost annual event (Leigh Ornithological Society
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1980-88) but, due to its secretive habits it has rarely been possible to document their stays 
fully. The national position is far from encouraging, with the latest available estimates of 
breeding pairs showing an alarming decline to 23 pairs; representing a halving of the 
population in the last ten years (Spencer et al. 1988). Recent research at Leighton Moss 
has revealed that a male may boom from places considerably farther apart than had 
previously been appreciated, so that over-estimation of breeding pairs by 50% or more is 
a real possibility (Spencer et al, 1990).

Another Bittern was flushed at Scotsmans Flash, Wigan on 12 November by P Alker, but 
whether the Pennington bird was the same individual or another has not been established.

Subsequently the bird was found freshly dead in early March 1990, having not been seen 
for some months, and it was possibly savaged by a dog before or after death. The skin was 
mounted and is now on display at the Information Centre, Pennington Flash.
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THE DIET OF SHORT-EARED OWLS ON A LOWLAND LANCASHIRE 
MOSS

J. Lunn (English Nature, Wakefield Office)

Summary

Analysis is made of the early Spring diet of Short-eared Owls on an isolated lowland 
Lancashire mossland. Field-mice were numerically and by weight the predominant prey 
item (60%), with Field Voles (34%), Bank Vole and one bird also noted. No shrews were 
found. This picture differs from that of the accepted diet of Short-eared Owls in other 
habitats and the reasons for it are discussed.

Introduction

Although the Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus is a scarce breeding bird in Lancashire, it is 
more frequently encountered as a winter visitor to the lowlands. The largest and most 
frequent concentrations occur on the coast, for example on the Ribble Estuary. However, 
small and persistent populations still use the fragments of the once extensive raised mires 
or mosses further inland. Places such as Chat Moss, Red Moss and Astley Moss west of 
Manchester have been largely drained or reclaimed such that they bear little resemblance 
to the original wet peatlands they once were, but remnant areas of natural vegetation still 
occur as islands in an essentially agricultural landscape. These areas, now mostly dry and 
dominated by Purple Moor Grass Molinia caerulea and birches Betula puhescens and B. 
pendula still provide valuable wildlife habitat and one which is well suited for Short-eared 
Owls.

The diet of Short-eared Owls is well known (eg. Glue 1977) but the collection of a small 
number of pellets from Highfield Moss on 26th April 1989 gave an opportunity to study 
the species’ prey in this restricted lowland habitat in early Spring.

Description of the site

Highfield Moss is a small area of relict peatland to the west of Chat Moss. It is dominated 
by Purple Moor-grass, although some wetter areas with rushes June us spp., Common 
Cotton-grass Eriophorum angustifolium and bog mosses Sphagnum occur, and drier areas 
on the periphery support Bracken Pteridium aquilinum. Small areas of scrub woodland, 
mainly of oak Quercus, and dry acidic grassland occur along the adjacent Manchester- 
Liverpool railway line. All the surrounding land is agricultural, mainly arable, in which 
fields are demarcated by fences, not hedges, and the site appears as an island in an open, 
flat landscape.

Pellets

Twelve pellets were collected from the middle of the Moss and were found on top of Purple 
Moor-grass tussocks and litter, scattered over an area of about 25 square metres. They 
were grey-brown in colour with some bone protruding and appeared to be reasonably tresh.



One bird was still present on 26th April and the pellets could possibly have originated from 
just this one individual over the previous few weeks.

Measurements (maximum length and breadth to the nearest millimetre) are shown in 
Table 1.

The pellets were air-dried and they examined according to Yalden (1977). Mammalian 
prey items were counted according to the maximum number of left or right mandibles in 
each pellet. Pelvic bones of Field Mice Apodemus spp. were also sexed according to 
Lawrence & Brown (1973).

n = 12 Mean Range

length (mm) 64.3 47-79

breadth (mm) 23.9 20-26

Table 1. Measurements of Short-eared Owl pellets, Lancashire 1989.

Results

Thirty-five prey items were identified (mean 2.9 per pellet, range 2-4) comprising one bird 
and thirty-four mammals of three species, and are listed in Table 2. Since the well 
established method of converting numerical items to percentage prey weight uses a 
conversion factor of 1.0 for all three species (see Southern 1954), percentage numerical 
equates to percentage prey weight. The weight of the bird (estimated from humerus length 
18 mm) also equates to a conversion factor of 1.0.

Nine pellets contained prey of single species (five Apodemus only, four with Microtus 
agrestis). Of fourteen intact pelvic bones of Fieldmice, eight were female and six male.

Percentage numerical 
(=  prey weight)

60

34

3

3

Table 2. Prey of Short-eared Owl, Lancashire 1979.

Species Number 
of items

Fieldmouse
Apodemus spp. 21

Field Vole
Microtus agrestis 12

Bank Vole
Clethrionomys glareolus 1

Sparrow
Passer sp. 1
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Discussion

Although this study represents data from only a small sample of Short-eared Owl pellets, 
it is nevertheless noteworthy that Field-mice form the main prey item, since it is widely 
accepted that in Britain and further afield Field Voles M. agrestis are the main prey species, 
(Glue 1977). The predominance of mice over voles may represent the natural picture of 
rodent abundance on lowland mosses and in this respect may be similar to moorland where 
Field Voles maintain only low populations, being replaced by mice in Heather and 
Bracken, (Corbet & Southern 1977). An alternative explanation may be that in the early 
Spring the preferred prey of voles may be less abundant and mice assume greater 
importance, this picture being exaggerated in years of vole scarcity since they exhibit cyclic 
periods of abundance. This seasonal pattern has been detected from analysis of the diet 
of wintering Long-eared Owls Asia otus in Yorkshire (Lunn in prep.).

It is also surprising that no shrews were found in the sample since both Pygmy Shrew Sorex 
minutus and Common Shrew Sorex araneus can comprise a substantial proportion of the 
diet of Short-eared Owls in some habitats (Roberts & Bowman 1986), and Pygmy Shrews 
especially may be found on peaty, acidic soils (Yalden 1981). The proximity of small areas 
of scrub and farm buildings may explain the presence of both Bank Vole and Sparrow- in 
the sample.

This study prompts the need for further examination of small mammal populations of the 
lowland mosslands.
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Borsdane Wood (Diptera, Hymenoptera, Coleoptera and Neuroptera)

Steve Garland (Bolton Museum, Le Mans Crescent, Bolton, BL11SE)

This woodland lies on the boundary between Bolton and Wigan on both sides of a 
south-flowing stream. It is an important botanical site with local species such as Pendulous 
Sedge (Carexpendula) and Woodruff (Asperula odorata) occurring. Invertebrate studies 
are at an early stage, but many significant records have already been made.

Hoverflies recorded include several records of the striking bumble-bee mimics Criorhina 
floccosa and C. berberina, and the beautiful Brachypalpoides lenta, all are ancient woodland 
species. During 1989 two small woodland species were common; Platycheirus tarsalis and 
P. scambus. On Ramsons flowers, in a small side-valley on the east side, Portevinia 
maculata was common. It is associated with ancient woodlands because its larva can live 
only inside Ramsons stems. Sphegina clunipes and S. kimakowiczi are typical 
damp-woodland species of hoverfly that mimic ichnenman flies. Both are common in 
Borsdane. Also in 1989, Patrick Waring recorded a single specimen of the wasp-mimic 
Chrysotoxum festivum, known from only one other inland site in the area, on flowers on 
the northern edge of the wood. This area also supports the local spider-hunting wasp 
Arachnospila spissa.

Wet areas beside the stream at the northern end of the wood support the superb soldier 
fly Stratiomyspotamida and the local hoverfly Pyrophaena rosarum.

Finally, studies have shown that the nationally notable giant lacewing Osmylus
fulvicephalus is common in the wood, especially in the central area. The striking, large
wetland craneflies Tipula maxima and Pedicea rivosa are also numerous and, where the
Large Bittercress (Cardamire amara) grows, the local black and yellow flea-beetle 
Phyllotreta tetrastigma can be found.

Borsdane Wood is undoubtedly an extremely important woodland in Greater Manchester 
for invertebrates. Studies continue.
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